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Contract for music and audio - visual recording 

Between: 

The Association A.D.E.C. run and manages both « NANCY-WEBTV » and « NANCY-

WEBRADIO », whose registered office is located at l2, rue des Tilleuls GONDREVlLLE, 54840 

FEANCE. 

The French Association for the Development of Expression and Communication ( A.D.E.C.) was 

registered at the legal Region Authority’s Office ( “Prefecture” in French) in Meurthe and Moselle 

Department, on June 19, 1984, under the number  N°6707 (ADEC) : it is represented by its President, 

Claude FOURCAULX, who is duly authorized to put into effect the folowing : 

The Producer. on one hand, 

Name …………………………….............................................................................................................. 

Address ………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

And 

The Artist, on the other hand, 

Name …………………………….............................................................................................................. 

Address ………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Contacts 

GPS bearings of the studio NANCY-WEBTV.COM: Lat x Lon: 43. 6949057 / 5, 9635538. 

TV Studio at Claude Fourcaulx : l2, rue des Tilleuls, 54840, Gondreville, France 

Home phone: O3 83 63 65 45; cell phone : 06 78 43 98 54 

email : contact@nancy-webtv.com 

websites : http://www.nancy-webtv.com 

Or : http://www.nancy-webtv.fr 

Broadcasting/streaming 

The whole performance will be broadcast : either live or broadcast later on (among other national 

clips), for a period of at least one week, in a loop of continuous streaming, which is to say, it will be 

on, several hundreds of times. Afterwards, the set will remain in our pages in the original language. A 

video DVD, as well as a Blueray (HD Definition)  of the performance will be sent during the week 

after the programme (do not forget to leave your postal address on the day of the programme). If 

requested, an Audio CD of the live stereo mixing can also be made, for free. It will be possible to get 

the Audio recording in 24 tracks (in that case, remember to bring a hard disc on which the files can be 

recorded, if necessary, count between 30 and 50 Go, since the tiles will he rather heavy, for they are 

not compressed in WAV 96 Khz 24 bits/32 bits floating). If necessary, the « MP 3 » files of the band 

tapes, and the visuals, can be sent to us early enough in advance, so that they can be printed. 
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Schedules 

The studio appointment is at 2 PM (or a bit earler if possible) for a live programme starting at 4 PM. 

Same schedules for a non-live programme, unless prior agreement. Presentation of the artist, open 

questions/answers… what your plans are, what is new in your life... (count l0 minutes). The whole 

programme cannot exceed 60 minutes, if possible ; another programme will follow the one dedicated 

to you, and thus, your programme will be better quality ! 

Technical-details 

The set is covered by 6 movie-cameras (HD, motorized or centered ; all the equipment (sound and 

lights) is available in our studio (mikes, returns, etc…). The musicians need bring only their personal 

instruments (with respective amps) and their talent ! A useful hint for the drummers : the ground is 

wall-to-wall carpeted, so it is not necessary to bring a carpet or non-slippery flooring. 

lf you have a plan of stage (lay-out, technical connections, various connections), this plan must be 

given to the President : claude.fourcaulx@gmail.com . The lights need the use of fog : in our studio. 

we use a fog machine (this fog is made out of water, which causes no respiratory problem) ; we do not 

use a smoke machine with oil, which may cause health discomfort. For security reasons, no audience 

are admitted into the studio; come un-accompanied, unless prior request. Thank you. 

Authorization for under age child 

The father, mother, or person responsible for a minor who is going to be filmed on the set ot NANCY-

WEBTV, must hand out a handwritten document, dated and signed, authorizing the image of the child 

to be broadcast on our website : http://www.nancy-webtv.com and http:/www.nancy-webtv.fr , live 

and then a recording of it later on. 

Cogyright and licence  

NANCYWEBTV, which functions under the licence « CREATIVE COMMONS » 

AttributionNonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 international (CCBY-NC-SA 4.0), acts as producer and 

remains the owner of the work, recorded and broadcast ; so is the artist. 

This work can be used according to the terms of the Licence Creative Attribution – no commercial 

use ; sharing under the ShareAlike 4.0 International. On 21 March 20l2, we got the authorization, from 

the Internet cell of « SACEM », to put our service in line, without any cost or tax. Our economic 

model is associative and does not make any advertising profit : besides, the work which is broadcast is 

not entirely under SACEM ‘s repertoire. 

Payment 

As this contract is an « exchange-of-merchandise contract », it does not allow the producer nor the 

artist to get any wages. This document is in no way a work contract, as there are no wages nor refund 

of any cost, either for the producer or the artist. 

Promoting 

Before, and after, each concert or programme, we send a letter to over 4,000 people (specialized press, 

organizers of concerts and festivals). This newsletter gives the weblink (podcast) which enables you to 

view, at first, the entire performance in streamings live, then to watch it in video, if asked.  
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Cancellation 

In case of cancellation, the artist must inform NANCY-WEBTV, the producer must inform the artist, 

at least one week in advance. There can be no refund of anything after cancellation. 

We remind you that everything is free for the producer as well as for the artist. 

No bad surprise, then ! 

In the strength of it, 

The two parts have signed 

At ……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

........................................................................................................................................................ (place) 

On .................................................................................................................................................... (date) 

Author/attist          Producer 

 

 

 

Do not forget to sign every single page of this contract, THANK YOU!!!! 
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